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ABSTRACT
Web spam has been re ognized as one of the top hallenges
in the sear h engine industry [14℄. A lot of re ent work has
addressed the problem of dete ting or demoting web spam, inluding both ontent spam [16, 12℄ and link spam [22, 13℄.
However, any time an anti-spam te hnique is developed, spammers will design new spamming te hniques to onfuse sear h
engine ranking methods and spam dete tion me hanisms. Mahine learning-based lassi ation methods an qui kly adapt
to newly developed spam te hniques. We des ribe a two-stage
approa h to improve the performan e of ommon lassi ers.
We rst implement a lassi er to at h a large portion of spam
in our data. Then we design several heuristi s to de ide if a
node should be relabeled based on the pre lassi ed result and
knowledge about the neighborhood. Our experimental results
show visible improvements with respe t to pre ision and re all.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Sear h and Retrieval℄: Information Filtering

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Given the large number of pages on the web, most users now
rely on sear h engines to lo ate web resour es. A high position in a sear h engine's returned results is highly valuable to
ommer ial web sites. Aggressive attempts to obtain a higherthan-deserved position by manipulating sear h engine ranking
methods are alled sear h engine spamming. Besides de reasing
the quality of sear h results, the large number of spam pages
(i.e., pages expli itly reated for spamming) also in reases the
ost of rawling, indexing, and storage in sear h engines.
There are a variety of spamming te hniques urrently in use
on the web, as des ribed in [12℄. Here we dis uss spam falling
into one of the following two major ategories - ontent spam
and link spam. A large amount of re ent work has fo used
on web spam, in luding a number of studies on link analysis methods and ma hine learning-based lassi ation methods
for dete ting spam. For example, propagating distrust from
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known spam pages by reversing links [19℄ is believed to be used
by some sear h engines, while [13℄ proposes the idea of promoting trust from good sites in order to demote spam. A study of
statisti al properties of spam pages in [11℄ showed that spam
pages typi ally di er from non-spam pages on a number of features; this observation was subsequently used in [16℄ to build
a lassi er for dete ting spam. Some re ent work integrates
ertain link-based features, su h as in-degree and out-degree
distributions, into lassi ers in order to dis over more spam.
For example, the Spamrank algorithm is implemented in [3℄ by
using the Pagerank value distribution in the in- oming pages
as one of the features in lassi ation.
In our work, we rst implement a basi (baseline) lassier and then propose two methods for enhan ing this lassier by integrating additional neighborhood features. Our basi
lassi er onsists of more than twenty features, in luding both
ontent-based and link-based ones, and its performan e is omparable to other ma hine learning-based lassi ers, e.g., the one
dis ussed in [16℄. Then we present two ideas for improving the
results of the basi lassi er.
We all the rst one relabeling. This method may hange a
site's label assigned by the basi lassi er a ording to several
features in the neighborhood of the site (where by neighborhood of a site A we mean a small subgraph ut from the sites
pointing to A and the sites pointed to by A). The other method,
alled se ondary lassi er, takes both the results from the basi lassi er and features extra ted from the neighborhood as
input attributes. Our experiments show that either of the two
re nements obtains visible improvements ompared to the basi lassi er, and that the se ondary lassi er performs best.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 disusses related work on general spam te hniques, lassi ation
methods to dete t web spam, and trust and distrust propagation. In Se tion 4, we implement a lassi er with both ontent
and link features. Se tion 5 analyzes the distribution of spam
in the neighborhood of known spam and non-spam sites. Se tion 6 presents the two methods for enhan ing the basi lassier. Finally, Se tion 7 dis usses some open problems for future
work.

2.

DISCUSSION OF RELATED WORK

Given a user query, su essful sear h engines measure not
only ontent relevan e between the query and a andidate page,
but also the position of the page a ording to some link-based
ranking algorithm. For this reason, ontent spam is reated in
order to obtain a high relevan e s ore, and link spam is often
used to onfuse link-based ranking algorithms su h as PageRank [17℄ and HITS [15℄. A taxonomy of spamming te hniques
is des ribed in [12℄, in luding atta ks su h as keyword stu ing, link farms, invisible text, and page redire ting. Numerous
studies have dis ussed how to automati ally dete t web spam
or prevent sear h results from being overly a e ted by spam.
Many spam dete tion te hniques an be des ribed as using
learning-based lassi ation to identify spam. In [11℄, the au-

thors show that ompared to normal pages, spam pages exhibit
di erent trends in several distributions su h as the out-degree
and average URL length. In subsequent work [16℄, they extra ted several features from web sites and apply them to a
ma hine learning-based lassi er. In [1℄, it is shown that sites
with similar site stru ture often have the same fun tionality
(e.g., e- ommer e site, ommunity site, ompany site), thus
providing another potential approa h for spam dete tion. The
features we later des ribe in Se tion 4 are inspired by this work.
Another example of su h a ma hine learning approa h is [9℄.
Another dire tion of web spam resear h has studied link
spam in terms of trust and distrust propagation. Work in [21℄
rst nds a seed set of spam pages, and then expands it to
neighboring pages in the graph. The TrustRank approa h [13℄
proposes to propagate trust from good sites. BadRank [19℄ is
the idea of propagating badness through inverted links, i.e.,
pages should be punished for pointing to bad pages. Work
in [23℄ proposes propagating distrust through outgoing links.
There are several other studies [2, 24℄ that investigate linkbased features to identify spam. Other spam te hniques, su h
as loaking [22℄ or blog spam, have also been dis ussed. Dete tion of dupli ated ontent, dis ussed in [10℄, an also be used
to identify opied or automati ally reated web ontent.
A general observation in web sear h has been that properties
of neighboring nodes are often orrelated with those of a node
itself, as, e.g., observed for page topi s in [6, 8, 7℄. This suggests
applying similar ideas to spam dete tion, i.e., a node is more
likely to be spam if other nodes pointing to it or pointed to
by our node are also spam. This idea was dis ussed in [4℄,
where measures su h as o- itation are used to lassify unknown
pages. We also use properties of a node's neighbors in the
web graph, though in a somewhat di erent way. Finally, very
re ent unpublished work in [5℄, en ountered while preparing
this paper, proposes an approa h very similar to ours.

3. DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For our experiments, we used web sites in the Swiss h toplevel domain rawled in 2005 using the PolyBot web rawler
[18℄. This data set in ludes about 12 million pages lo ated on
239,272 hosts. The pages are onne ted by 234 million links.
In order to build the training data set used later, we repeatedly pi ked random sites from these 239,272 sites and ategorized them manually, until we had around 4000 spam sites and
3000 non-spam sites. After ombining these with a list of 762
known spam sites made available by sear h. h, we had 4794
sites that we know to be spam. From these, we hose a sample
of 1000 sites, with half of them randomly pi ked from the spam
sites and the other half from the non-spam sites. These 1000
nodes are used in Se tion 4 to train a lassi er.

4. BASIC CLASSIFIER
Features. The basi lassi er uses both ontent and link

features. The ontent features are extra ted from the pages,
while link features are based on the site-level graph. To justify
our site-level approa h, we also he ked di erent pages from the
same site and observed that they are usually either all spam
or all non-spam. For this reason, we de ided to base our lassi er on site-level features and links. We rst extra ted eight
ontent features for ea h page. Then, among all pages lo ated
in one site, we sele t the median value for ea h feature to be
representative for the whole site. The list of ontent features
we used are as follows (all of these were also used in [16℄):




number of words in a page.
average length of words in a page.








fra tion of words drawn from globally popular words.
fra tion of globally popular words used in page, measured
as the number of unique popular words in a page divided
by the number of words in the most popular word list.
fra tion of visible ontent, al ulated as the aggregate
length (in bytes) of all non-markup words on a page divided by the total size (in bytes) of the page.
number of words in the page title.
amount of an hor text in a page. This feature would help
to dete t pages stu ed full of links to other pages.
ompression rate of the page, using gzip.

The following link features were al ulated for ea h site.
These features were also used in [1℄.
















per entage of pages in most populated level
top level page expansion ratio
in-links per page
out-links per page
out-links per in-link
top-level in-link portion
out-links per leaf page
average level of in-links
average level of out-links
per entage of in-links to most popular level
per entage of out-links from most emitting level
ross-links per page
top-level internal in-links per page on this site
average level of page in this site

In addition, we add three other features listed as follows.





number of hosts in the domain. We observed that domains with many hosts have a higher probability of spam.
ratio of pages in this host to pages in this domain.
number of hosts on the same IP address. Often spammers
register many domain names to hold spam pages.

Classi ation Methods. We initially trained this lassier by using the de ision tree C4.5, in luded in Weka 3.4.4
[20℄. To address the over tting problem, we tried di erent values for the parameter alled the on den e threshold for pruning. The resulted pre ision and re all s ores stayed the same,
while resulted de ision trees show slight hanges for ea h setting. Therefore we de ided to take the default value of 0.25
for later experiments. Ten-fold ross validation is used here to
evaluate the lassi er. The result is des ribed in Table 1. In
addition, we show in Table 2 the results of applying a Support
Ve tor Ma hine (instead of C4.5) to our training data. Here,
we use the polynomial kernel and the omplexity onstant is
set to 1. By omparing F-measures for both lasses, we see
that C4.5 slightly wins over SVM. We thus used C4.5 for later
experiments.
Pre ision
spam
0.897
non-spam 0.882

Re all
0.812
0.925

F-measure
0.852
0.903

Table 1: C4.5 Results

Pre ision
spam
0.879
non-spam 0.863

Re all F-measure
0.812 0.844
0.913 0.887

0.8
spam

0.7

non-spam

0.6
0.5

Table 2: SVM Results
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5. NEIGHBORHOOD STRUCTURE OF SPAM

0.1

In this se tion, we look at the following question: What does
a site's neighborhood look like? Our expe tation is that the
neighborhood is a strong indi ator about that site with respe t to it being spam or non-spam. An example of a site
and its neighborhood is shown in Figure 1. The number next
to ea h node represents the on den e s ore for the label from
the basi lassi er des ribed in Se tion 4. The target node is
marked in grey, whi h means it is onsidered spam, while some
of the neighbor nodes are non-spam. (We omit in oming links
to neighbors.) We are interested in the distributions of several
properties of the neighbors.
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Figure
3: Out-link spam distribution
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Figure 4: Weighted-in-link distribution
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Figure 1: Neighborhood
In oming spam distribution: We de ne in oming neigh-

bors of site A as the sites dire tly pointing to site A. In Figure 2,
a site falls into one of 12 bu kets (X axis) a ording to the fra tion of spam nodes among its in oming neighbors. The Y axis
represents the per entage of total spam/non-spam sites falling
into ea h bu ket. (Thus, the site in our example would fall into
the bu ket for the range from 40% to 50%.) As we expe ted, a
large portion of spam sites have predominantly spammy neighbors, while non-spam sites have more non-spam neighbors (but
also some spammy neighbors). Note that we only show sites
with in-degree larger than ve in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: In-link spam distribution for spam and nonspam sites.
Outgoing spam distribution: We observe a similar, but

even more pronoun ed, e e t when looking at outgoing links.
Many spam sites ex lusively point to other spam, while essentially no non-spam pages point only to spam. Again, we only
look at sites with out-degree larger than ve.
Weighted in oming distribution: Finally, we looked at
the ase where ea h in-link is weighted by the out-degree of the
pointing site; i.e., as in Pagerank, we weigh it by 1=w where w
is the out-degree; the result is shown in Figure 4
Note that the distributions des ribed above are based on the
judgments of the basi lassi er, whi h means the harts may

not represent the a tual situation in reality. However, we believe that trend is representative, given the large number of
nodes in our data set. In the following, we des ribe two methods to exploit these observations to improve our lassi er.

6.

IMPROVING THE BASIC CLASSIFIER
Relabeling Approa h. By relabeling we mean the pro ess

of hanging the label of a site from spam to non-spam or vi e
versa following some rules. In parti ular, we rst de ide the
label of a site's neighborhood a ording to one of the heuristi s
des ribed further below. This label is also atta hed with a onden e s ore. We ompare this label to the one we obtain from
running the baseline lassi er. If these two disagree with ea h
other and the neighborhood is stronger in terms of on den e
s ore, we ip that site's label. In any other ases, the label will
stay the same. Here are the features we used to produ e the
neighborhood label and on den e s ore. Sin e they are the
same as the ones plotted in the gures in 5, we omit detailed
des riptions.
 H1: Relabeling a ording to the fra tion X of spam sites
in the total in oming neighborhood. If X is larger than
0.5, the indi ated label from the neighborhood is spam
with on den e X ; otherwise, the indi ated label is nonspam with on den e (1 X ).
 H2: Relabeling a ording to the fra tion of spam in the
weighted in oming neighborhood. The label and on den e is al ulated in the same way as above.
 H3: Relabeling a ording to the fra tion of spam in the
outgoing neighborhood.
To evaluate these poli ies, we olle t the predi tion for all
instan es in the testing sets as we train and test the baseline
lassi er using ten-fold ross validation in Se tion 4. Then we
apply relabeling to this predi tion. By omparing the relabeled
result to the true label of a site, we ompute the pre ision and
re all s ores for both lasses. In Figure 5, we see improvements
when using H2 or H3 (but not when using H1). A natural
question is if we an do better by using all features.
Se ondary Classi er Approa h. A simple method to
a hieve this goal is to use another lassi er. We present the
following features to this lassi er.

1
spam
non-spam

0.95

0.9

their sheer size, and a person equipped with a suitable intera tive spam dete tion and web mining platform should be able to
rst remove these large farms from the set, and then iteratively
fo us on other aspe ts of the problem.
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Figure 5: F-measure for di erent methods







F1: The label by the basi lassi er
F2: The on den e s ore asso iated with F1
F3: The per entage of in oming links from spam sites.
F4: The per entage of outgoing links pointing to spam.
F5: The fra tion of weighted spam in the in oming neighbors, where the weight is proportional to the on den e
s ore of the neighbor.
 F6: The fra tion of weighted spam in the outgoing neighbors, where the weight is as in F5.
 F7: The per entage of weighted in oming spam, where
the weight is given by 1=w.
A lassi er integrating all features above is implemented again
by using C4.5. The results are also shown in Figure 5. The results show additional improvements ompared to using only the
baseline lassi er or using H2 or H3.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented some preliminary results
from a set of experiments on automati dete tion of web spam
sites. In parti ular, we studied how the results of a baseline
lassi er for this problem an be improved by adding a se ondlevel heuristi or se ondary lassi er that uses the baseline lassi ation results for neighboring sites in order to ip the labels
of ertain sites. Our results showed promising improvements
on a large data set from the Swiss web domain.
Spam dete tion is an adversarial lassi ation problem where
the adversary an modify properties of the generated spam
pages to avoid dete tion by anti-spam te hniques. Possible
modi ations in lude, for instan e, hanging the topology of
a link farm, or hiding text and links in more ompli ated ways.
There are also many web sites whose design is optimized for
sear h engines, but whi h also provide useful ontent. Any
spam dete tion and demotion methods must deal with the grey
area between ethi al sear h engine optimization and unethi al
spam, and should give feedba k on what is a eptable and what
not. We believe that a semi-automati approa h mixing ontent features, link-based features, and end user input (e.g., data
olle ted via a toolbar or li ks in sear h engine results) with
a tions and judgments by an experien ed human operator will
be better in pra ti e.
Finally, we feel that spam dete tion resear h raises some
methodologi al issues. Spam dete tion an be done on the
page or site level, but very often large link farms are spread
out over multiple sites and even domains. Moreover, in the
ase of the Swiss web domain, a few large farms are responsible
for most of the spam, in terms of both pages and sites. Pages
and sites within a farm are often very similar, and training sets
sele ted at random from the entire domain are likely to ontain
representatives of many of the major spam farms, alling into
question the underlying basis of evaluation via ross-validation.
Moreover, a method that fails to dete t say one of the few major
farms but nds all the smaller ones may look quite bad when
looking at the number of sites or pages (or even domains). On
the positive side, su h major farms are easy to dete t due to
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